ERNESTO GISMONDI

The father of Artemide, Ernesto Gismondi propelled his involvement in the Memphis Design movement into profoundly revolutionizing the field of lighting design in both Italy and the world. Born on Christmas Day, Gismondi began his career as an Aeronautical Engineer. Bringing industrial concepts, materials and finishes into lighting designs for both domestic and public space underlines Gismondi’s adherence to meaningful innovation.

Recognizing his international contributions to the field of lighting manufacture, he was awarded a Compasso d’Oro lifetime achievement award in 1995.
Cariddi rotates 180° on its base, while its body tilts 130° on bracket, allowing accurate adjustment for any focal point or lighting need. Positioning is maintained by means of locking dowels.
Cariddi’s shape crafted of rotationally molded polypropylene complements any interior with a strong contemporary presence.
Available for wall, ceiling, and floor installation with adjustable direct emission, Cariddi features a high performance LED COB light source that serves any outdoor space with ultimate functionality.
CARIDDI wall | ceiling | floor

CARIDDI SPOT 28W wall | ceiling | floor

EMISSION direct

LIGHT SOURCE LED
28W >80 CRI
3000K or 4000K
20° or 40°

DIMMING FEATURE standard non dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH anthracite grey

CARIDDI SPOT 41W wall | ceiling | floor

EMISSION direct

LIGHT SOURCE LED
41W >80 CRI
3000K or 4000K
20° or 40°

DIMMING FEATURE standard non dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH anthracite grey
For retail sales contact information, please visit www.artemide.net/store-locator

For contract sales contact information, please visit www.artemide.net/contract-sales